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Product Description for Ebook A Childâ€™s Book of Dog Body Language with Pictures: Help Keep
Children Safe This is a book intended to be read by an adult to a child. The adult can determine
which portions or the entire book, that is age appropriate. It is an educational book to help prevent
possible dog bites or attacks, as well as helping children know how to treat a dog, in order to have
good relationships with them.Too often as parents, we simply donâ€™t think about teaching safety
issues concerning dogs, until thereâ€™s a situation happening. That is not the time for teaching, but
for action. Prevention can go a long way. Even if you don't own a dog, every child should be taught,
as they will come into contact with dogs in other situations.This book is one an adult can use for
both a child who may be fearful of dogs, and a child who is too bold with dogs, and should learn
more respect. Parents know the stages of their kids as well as the childâ€™s temperament and
history they've had with dogs. All these factors come into play when teaching about safety and
dogs. This is a subject that all too often doesn't get taught at all. The book closes with some silly
photos to end on a lighter note.
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I read this book with my little brother to educate him on how to properly respect and interact with
dogs and I found it very useful and suitable for my needs. My brother loves animals and is always
trying to play with our dogs but sometimes he doesn't realize that there's certain times when it might
not be the most appropriate decision in certain situations.My dogs are by no mean vicious or
aggressive, but I wanted to teach my brother things such as to not interfere with a dog while they
are drinking or feeding as at the end of the day they are animals and sometimes they act on
impulses. I decided to follow the directions and read the book myself before sharing it with him and I
must say that I learned a lot of information myself for building up a healthier relationship with my
pets. The book focuses on prevention and safety and I think that is important regardless of how
little, large, calm, or active your dog may be. I am very satisfied with the material

Interesting and informative read. Whether you love dogs or they scare you, this book explains in
easy to understand terms all about how to judge a dog's mood. I felt this is a great book for parents
to teach children all about dogs. The pictures show the different ways dogs communicate and
especially the ways dogs tell us to back off. The author did a great job making an informative book
read like a novel so parents and children can read it like they would any book and learn together
while doing it.

This book is very informative and easy to read. Though the book has been written to appeal to
children, everyone will learn something from this wonderful & educational book. My 9 year old son,
who is an avid reader, not only enjoyed reading the book, but really loved the pictures also. It helped
us talk about "safety" issues with regard to dogs - like knowing how to tell if a dog is angry and how
to avoid confrontation with (like not looking an angry dog in the eyes).Buy this book, it will make a
great addition to your Kindle library!

I thought this book was thorough and well executed. I love the way the author encourages the
parent to read the book first and then with their child, since each child learns differently. With more
and more people getting dogs, children are more likely to be confronted by an aggressive dog
eventually. It is definitely better for children to be taught how to "read" dog moods, and to know what
to do when confronted with an angry dog, BEFORE the situation arises. Thank you Ms Richards for
this great tool!

This book is a really good idea. It's an easy to read book with short chapters. I have a fear of dogs, I
found some of the information extremely helpful. I think this would be a great book to read to
children, especially since it has pictures.
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